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Abstract: 
Cobalt chrome alloys are commonly used in orthopaedic implants where high stiffness and wear 
resistance are required. This study proposes Laser Surface Texturing (LST) as a cost-effective mean 
for producing bioinspired surface textures in order to improve the performance of CoCrMo 
orthopaedic implants. Cobalt-chrome alloy disks were modified using three different LST strategies: 
i) micro-scale texturing using a nanosecond laser source; (ii) micro-scale texturing with an ultrashort 
laser source and (iii) bioinspired sub-micron scale texturing with an ultrashort laser source. The 
modified disks were characterized and compared to blasted, hydroxyapatite coated and polished 
surface finishes. Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells were seeded on the different surfaces and their 
proliferation and morphology was assessed.  The laser modification increases the surface energy of 
the CoCrMo alloy disks when compared to their untreated counterparts. The bioinspired sub-micron 
textured surfaces exhibited the highest cell metabolic activity on day 7 of the MTT assay. 
1. Introduction
Cobalt-chrome alloys are widely used by the medical device industry especially as orthopaedic 
implant materials. They were first introduced in the 1930s owing to their remarkable corrosion 
resistance, biocompatibility and excellent mechanical properties [1]. Due to their high stiffness and 
superior wear-resistance, cobalt-chrome alloys are used instead of titanium alloys in high stress 
applications such as scoliosis rods and bearing surfaces [2,3]. Moreover, the most popular total knee 
arthroplasty (TKA) design, accounting for 36% of all the TKAs performed in 2009 in England and 
Wales in 2009, was redesigned in 2006 changing the implant material from titanium to cobalt-
chrome based alloy [4,5]. The objective of this change was to minimize the polyethylene insert wear 
(backside wear), and to increase implant success and life expectancy [5]. Early clinical results showed 
survival rates of 96.6% with revision for any reason and 98.6% with revision for aseptic failure at 5 
years postoperative [6]. These results were very encouraging when compared to the previous 
titanium design which recorded a 97.2% success rate for any revision at five years and a 99.5% rate 
for aseptic failure.  Now, cobalt-chrome alloys are also commonly used in dental prosthetics, due to 
their fatigue resistance and retaining capabilities and they are the material of choice for many 
removable partial dentures [7,8]. However the alloy’s remarkable hardness makes it difficult to 
machine using conventional processes [9].
Although cobalt chrome alloys outperform titanium in stiffness and wear resistance, concerns have 
been raised about cobalt toxicity. In particular, adverse effects caused by wear debris were reported 
in patients with CoCrMo metal-on-metal bearing systems [10]. Therefore, this is a very active 
research field and there are continuous developments to improve CoCr alloys’ biocompatibility. For 
example, De Villiers et al. developed silver chromium nitride coatings for cobalt-chrome bearing 
surfaces and their use led to less wear while negligible cobalt was released when compared to their 
uncoated counterparts [11].  
Hydroxyapatite (HA) coatings are widely used in industry to improve uncemented stem survival 
[12,13]. Although coatings may help to improve the performance of CoCrMo orthopaedic implants, 
there are several limitations associated with their broad use, i.e. high manufacturing costs, potential 
failures at the interfaces and detrimental interactions with physiological fluids [14]. Also, it is worth 
mentioning that the benefits of these coatings are still questionable [15].
In recent years, bio-inspired hierarchical micro/sub-micron topographies have shown potential to 
improve bioactivity and biocompatibility of implant materials. Sousa et al. demonstrated that bio-
inspired freestanding multilayer membranes produced via a layer-by-layer technique, enhanced the 
adhesive properties of natural-based polymers [16]. Wang et al. showed that self-assembled TiO2 
nanotubes on a hierarchical micro/nano titanium surface lead to superior attachment and growth of 
osteoblasts when compared with a smooth machined Ti surface [17]. Li et al. produced microwell 
arrays inspired by the surface of rose petals to enhance the contact between polyester and 
fibroblasts [18]. Such intricate structures are commonly fabricated via complex, difficult to control 
and expensive chemical processes which limit their commercial viability. Furthermore, most studies 
were conducted on polymers and titanium.
Laser surface texturing (LST) has attracted the interest of researchers and industry in the last fifteen 
years, mostly due its tribology applications. Many studies reported the benefits of LST in friction and 
wear reduction that led to commercial applications of the technology for cylinder liner honing and 
mechanical seals [19]. The non-contact nature of laser processing makes it an attractive tool to 
process and modify the otherwise hard to machine cobalt-chrome alloys.
More recently, LST has attracted significant interest as a surface modification technology with 
potential applications in orthopaedic implants. LST-based surface modifications were reported to 
reduce the risk of aseptic failures of implants and also to strengthen the bond between the bone and 
implant by promoting bone cell proliferation and attachment [20, 21, 22, 23]. Mariscal-Muñoz et al. 
cultured primary osteoblast cells on laser-modified (roughening) Ti surfaces and demonstrated 
increased ALPase activity and mineralised nodule formation together with enhanced expression of 
mature bone cell phenotypical markers in comparison with polished Ti surfaces [24]. Furthermore, 
Shah et al. demonstrated that the Nd:YAG laser modifications (roughening) of commercially pure 
titanium implants increased the removal torque (RTQ) in rabbit tibiae by 153% when compared to 
machined implants. The higher RTQ was attributed to the strength of the bone-implant interface; 
laser-treated implants showed fracture lines at 30 to 50 µm from the interface when tested for 
failure, whereas separation occurred at the bone-implant interface for the machined surfaces [25].
Many researchers stated that implant surface energy plays a significant role in the interactions of the 
implant with biological fluids, cells and tissues. In particular, hydrophilic surfaces were reported to 
promote osseointegration and implant anchorage [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. However, such surface 
functionalities are commonly achieved by means of toxic gases [32], harmful chemicals or expensive 
coating procedures [33, 34, 35]. At the same time the use of LST as an alternative solution for 
producing hydrophilic implant surfaces, which may favour biological interactions, has not been 
thoroughly examined; in fact, most of the studies reported an opposite (hydrophobic) effect unless 
the samples had been stored in controlled environments [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. 
There is currently limited literature on the use of LST on CoCr alloys to improve surface properties 
for cell interactions. Qin et al. investigated the effects of LST on CoCrMo alloy wettability and 
MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells proliferation.  However the disjoint micro-scale patterns (circular, 
rectangular and triangular pits) produced lead to an increase in the water contact angle when 
compared with untreated surfaces. Moreover, while the duration of the cell incubation was only 
48h, no significant difference in the MC3T3-E1 cells proliferation was observed between the 
different samples [42]. Further work is hence required to study the effects of bio-inspired surface 
topographies, achievable via LST, on cell attachment and proliferation on cobalt-chrome alloys. This 
research evaluates the wettability and proliferation of Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells on 3 different 
types of laser modified CoCrMo alloy surfaces: nanosecond laser structuring, femtosecond laser 
structuring and sub-micron laser patterning. It also compares their performance with the current 
state of the art in the implant industry, i.e. blasted and HA coated surfaces, together with polished 
surfaces as references.
2. Material and Methods
2.1 CoCrMo Samples
A surgical cobalt-chromium-molybdenum casting alloy with the following Wt% composition was 
used in all experiments: 67.0% Co, 27.0% Cr and 5.0% Mo. Disks with a diameter of 18mm and 2mm 
thickness were supplied by MatOrtho Ltd. UK. The samples were sandblasted, 20 grit white fused 
alumina, and some were manually polished on linishing belts down to a mirror finish (Ra < 0.05µm).  
2.2 Laser Surface Texturing
Three different LST approaches were investigated as follows:  (i) micro-scale texturing employing a 
nanosecond laser source (NS surfaces) ; (ii) micro-scale texturing with an ultrashort laser source (FS 
surfaces) and (iii) bioinspired sub-micron scale texturing with an ultrashort laser source (NT 
surfaces), namely to mimic the corneal surface of some insects such as moths, butterflies and 
drosophila [43] . The ultrashort laser had the following technical specification (Satsuma from 
Amplitude Systemes): 5W average power, 10µJ max pulse energy, 310fs pulse duration, up to 500 
KHz repetition rate, 1030nm wavelength and a beam quality M2 better than 1.2.  The technical 
specification of the nanosecond laser source (redENERGY G4 from SPI Lasers) was as follows: 50W 
average power, 0.71 mJ max pulse energy, pulse durations in the range 15 to 220 ns, up to 1Mhz 
repetition rate, 1060nm wavelength and beam quality M2 better than 1.3. The laser spot size was 
approximately 30 µm in diameter at the focal point for both laser sources. 
A grid of 100 x 100 µm grooves with a spacing of 400 µm was chosen as the micro-scale pattern for 
both NS and FS surfaces. This particular groove size was selected to be similar to the size of Saos-2 
cells that is generally just under 100 µm in any direction when adhered and fully spread on a flat 
surface [44]. The microscale recessions on the surface should offer a favourable environment for the 
cells to settle, adhere and spread [45]. To better understand the influence of pulse duration on 
resulting surface topographies, and consequently cell growth, the grids were produced using two 
different laser sources.  
Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) have been shown to induce a positive response 
from osteoblast cells (and osteoblast-like cell lines) on various polymers and titanium alloys. 
However, the sub-micron ripples tend to influence the orientation and spreading of cells [46]. Thus, 
this bio-inspired semi-omnidirectional geometry was chosen to produce the NT surfaces in an effort 
to avoid any directionality.
The NS and FS surfaces were produced on the blasted disks (B). To produce NT surfaces, LST was 
carried out on mirror finish polished disks (P). The three LST strategies employed to produce NS, FS 
and NT surfaces are depicted in Fig. 1 while the laser parameters used in the experiments are given 
in Table 1. These were chosen in order to achieve the desired topographies within minimal 
processing times. LST was performed in ambient conditions with the assistance of a fume extractor.
2.3 Hydroxylapatite Coating
High-purity synthetic calcium hydroxylapatite from Plasma Biotal Ltd. UK was used to coat the 
blasted disks. Particles 30µm in diameter with a highly crystalline structure (>50%) were deposited 
on the CoCrMo surface. The coating meets the requirements of ISO 13779:2000 which specifies 
hydroxyapatite powders that should be used as a raw material for producing surgical implants or 
their coatings.   
2.4 Surface Topography Assessment  
Focus variation microscopy, i.e. G5 InfiniteFocus system from Alicona, was used to analyse the 3D 
surface topographies of the B, NS, FS and HA disks, to assess their surface roughness. 
Sample Average Power (W) Pulse Duration Repetition Rate (kHz) Scanning Speed (mm/s)
FS 4.19 310 fs 500 1000
NT 1st scan: 0.57/2nd scan: 0.1 310 fs 250 1000
NS 33.4 220 ns 65.5 950
(a)
Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the LST strategies used to produce (a) FS surfaces, (b) NT surfaces 
and (c) NS surfaces 
 Note: hatch refers to the step-over distance between two consecutive laser scans while reps to the 
number of scanning repetitions per layer.
Table 1. Laser parameters used for LST
All 6 samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy using a Zeiss EVO MA 10 microscope: 
WD=6.0mm and EHT=20.00kV.
Sample Treatment Original Surface
B Sand Blasting Cast 
P Mirror Finish Polishing Cast
NT Sub-Micron Texturing Femtosecond Laser Mirror Finish Polished
FS Micro Grooves Femtosecond Laser Blasted
NS Micro Grooves Nanosecond Laser Blasted
HA Hydroxylapatite Coated Blasted
2.5 Surface Wettability
Contact angle (CA) analysis was performed employing the sessile drop technique, using an Attension 
Theta optical tensiometer with 4µL drops of Milli-Q water. The measurements were taken 5 and 30 
days after LST to assess the impact of disk storage in ambient conditions on the evolution of contact 
angle and thus to judge the functional stability of created topographies.  Before the first 
measurement the samples underwent rigorous cleaning: The samples were subjected to three 15 
min ultrasonic baths, first, in 8 wt% aqueous oxalic acid, second, in pure acetone, and third, in 70 
vol% ethanol aqueous solution. The samples were rinsed with distilled pure water in-between baths 
and finally dried with argon gas.      
2.6 Cell Culture
All CoCrMo disks underwent the cleaning protocol described above followed by autoclaving at 120° 
C 1 bar pressure . Specimens were then placed in 12-well plates (Thermo Scientific™ Nunc™ Cell-
Culture Treated Multidishes) and approximately 2x104 Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells were seeded on 
each sample in McCoy's 5A medium supplemented with 10% FBS, I00U/mL of Penicillin and 
100µg/mL of Streptomycin. The well plates were placed in a humidified incubator at 37˚C in an 
atmosphere of 5% CO2 and the culture medium was changed every 2 days. 
2.7 Cell Proliferation
Saos-2 cells metabolic activity was evaluated via a MTT assay, reflecting the cells’ proliferation on 
the different CoCrMo specimens. MTT was prepared in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at a 
concentration of 5mg/mL. 100µL of the MTT solution was added to each well and the plates were 
incubated at 37˚C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2 for 4 hours at the selected time intervals (2, 4 and 7 
days). The medium was then removed and 1mL of DMSO was added to each well to dissolve the 
formazan. The well plates were placed on a shaking platform for 5 minutes and then the optical 
density was measured at 570nm using a spectrophotometer. 
2.8 Cell Morphology
At selected time intervals: 2, 4 and 7 days after seeding, samples were rinsed with phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and then immersed in 2.5% EM grade glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium 
Table 2. Summary of the tested samples
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3) prepared on the day. After fixation, the different CoCrMo disks were then 
dehydrated by immersion in solutions of increased ethanol concentration: 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 90, 
95 (twice) and 100% (twice). The ethanol was then removed and the disks’ surfaces were rinsed with 
hexamethyldisilzane (HMDS) and left to evaporate in a fume cupboard overnight. Finally the disks 
were sputter coated with gold and examined under SEM to image the attached cells on the surface. 
2.9 Statistical Analysis
All data was expressed as means with their standard deviations. Contact angle average values were 
calculated based on 5 measurements on each disk while the average MTT optical density values 
based on 3 measurements. Statistical analysis was performed using Minitab 17 Statistical Software. 
General Linear Model ANOVA was used to examine differences between the groups. Values of 
p<0.05 were considered significant. 
3. Results and Discussion  
3.1 Focus Variation Microscopy
The surface topographies of the B, FS, NS and HA specimens are depicted in Fig. 2.  
Figure 2. Topography measurements of (a) B surface (b) HA 
surface (c) FS surface (d) NS surface 
The 3D surface profiles were made with the 10x objective of the Alicona G5 microscope. Using the 
same magnification, the arithmetical mean height (Sa) and root mean square height (Sq) values of the 
blasted and HA coated specimens were calculated over a 1.62mm2 area. The Sa and Sq values for the 
B surface were 60.02µm and 60.11µm, respectively, compared with 89.61µm and 106.3µm for the 
HA coated surface, making it the roughest surface by a significant margin with values higher than the 
100µm deep grooves of  the NS and FS surfaces. As for the NT surface, the Sa and Sq values were 
measured using the 100x objective over a 0.0256mm2 area and they were 0.05µm and 0.07µm 
respectively, a slight increase over the mirror finish.
The desired groove width and depth was produced with both FS and NS laser sources with 
deviations less than 10%. However, the resulting topographies differ considerably; the longer pulse 
duration used for the NS samples resulted in a significant recast bulges along the grid edges of the 
CoCrMo disks that enclosed non-processed areas in-between the grooves. Furthermore, after 
producing the grooves in one direction, the processing of perpendicular grooves to form the grids 
resulted in re-deposition of molten material where they intersected the existing ones. 
In contrast, due to the nature of ultrashort pulsed laser processing that is also commonly referred to 
as “cold ablation”, no recast budges were observed on the FS disks. The non-processed area retained 
its blasted finish characteristics while the grooves’ intersection remained open in both directions.
 Additionally, the grooves of the NS surfaces exhibited a larger draft angle when compared to the 
almost-vertical walls obtained along the FS grooves, which could be attributed to the higher thermal 
load when longer pulses were used and consequently a high amont of molted material and slashes 
along the groves.   
3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
The SEM micrographs of all 6 investigated surfaces are presented in Fig. 3.
It is evident that apart from the NT and P surfaces, the CoCrMo disks have a significant roughness. 
The B surface had uniform roughness whereas the FS, NS and HA surfaces were more irregular as 
seen from both the SEM images and focus variation microscopy. The difference between the NS and 
FS surfaces is depicted in more detail in Fig. 4. Regarding the NT surface, a hexagonal sub-micron 
array resembling the corneal surface of insects was successfully formed on the initially polished 
surface (Fig. 4d windowed). The distance between two consecutive sub-micron features is just under 
the wavelength of the ultrashort laser source used: 600-700nm in this case. This has been 
thoroughly documented when producing LIPSS with an ultrashort pulsed laser [47]. Nano bumps 
Figure 3. SEM micrographs of: (a) B surface; (b) P surface; (c) NT surface; (d) FS 
surface; (e) NS surface and (f) HA surface.
Scale bars are valid for all images.
were formed instead of linear ripples due to the 90o rotation of the samples between the first and 
second scans together with the use of lower power in the second scan, and as a result the ripples 
from the two scans intersected to form the nano-bumps. It is important to stress that the power 
settings in the two scans are very important to generate this particular NT surfaces. In particular, if 
the second scan is performed with the same laser power, the first set of ripples will be erased while 
no LIPSS would be generated if the power settings are too low. The energy levels should thus be just 
sufficent to ablate the peaks of the first set of LIPSS, giving this particular bio-inspired sub-micron 
topography.
The differences between the FS and NS surfaces, especially the effects of the 2 different pulse 
durations, are depicted in more detail in Fig. 4. In particular, the unprocessed areas between the 
grooves of the NS samples are covered with re-solidified molten CoCrMo while the recast bulges are 
very prominent at the intersections, even closing the first set of grooves, and also along the edges, 
as can also be seen in Fig. 2. In contrast, the untreated areas of the FS samples retained their blasted 
surface characteristics, no recast formations along the grooves were observed and the first set of 
grooves was only narrowed at the intersections. Taking a closer look at the bottom of the grooves 
(Fig. 4c & d), it can be seen that the processed surface areas with the longer 220ns pulses were re-
melted and smoothened whereas a self-organised hierarchical micro/nano morphology was 
observed in the FS groove as a result of multiple passes, in particular the accumulated laser fluence 
[48]. The morphology is of similar scale to that of the rose petals examined by Li et al. [18], nano 
ripples can be observed on the top of the micro features that measure between 15 and 20 µm. 
Figure 4. SEM micrographs of (a) FS surface (b) NS surface (c) FS 
groove (d) NS groove 
3.3 Surface Wettability
The contact angle (CA) values are shown in Fig. 5. 
  
Looking at the average CA values 5 days after laser texturing, all samples were hydrophilic, with 0o 
CA for the FS sample processed with the ultrashort laser, while the CA values for the NS, NT and B 
samples were similar at ~15o, only the polished disks exhibited a higher CA at ~50o. With time (30 
days), all CA values increased except for the FS sample. This increase in CA values has been observed 
by many researchers and is commonly attributed to changes in surface chemistry [49, 50]. 
Furthermore, the large CA deviation of NS samples after 30 days is due to the directional nature of 
the surface. In fact, the samples exhibited semi-hydrophilic properties in the direction of the open 
grooves and were hydrophobic in the direction of the closed ones while the value in Fig. 5. is the 
average of both. This is due to some capillary effects that have led to droplets spreading in the 
direction of the open grooves. However, the droplets still did not flow inside the grooves as reflected 
by the lowest contact angle of 70˚. Luo et al. [51] argued that the cell-like structures (unprocessed 
areas enclosed by the molten material) repel the water droplets due to some entrapped air. Thus, 
the NS surface exhibits a mixed Cassie-Baxter (CB) - Wenzel wetting state, especially a transitional 
state between CB and Wenzel regimes, similar to the one seen with pigeon feathers [52].  
On the other hand, the FS samples exhibited a complete Wenzel state of wetting where there was 
complete contact between the liquid and the solid surface, reflected by the contact angle of 0˚. This 
wetting state can be attributed to the lack of ‘air pockets’ due to the absence of molten material 
Figure 5. Contact angle of the different uncoated CoCrMo surfaces
around the edges of the grooves and the morphology at the bottom of the grooves that prevented 
the air being compressed as it is open to the environment [53].
3.4 Saos-2 Cell Proliferation and Morphology
From the MTT assay, a number of conclusions can be drawn. Initial cell adhesion is favourable on 
surfaces with a significant roughness, this is reflected in the higher cell metabolic activity on the B, 
FS, NS and HA surfaces when compared to the P on Day2. However, the rate of proliferation is much 
in favour of surfaces with low Sa values. In fact, the P and NT samples exhibited the highest rates of 
proliferation at 93.21% and 105.1%, respectively, between Day4 and Day7. In contrast, cells on the 
hydroxyapatite coated disk increased by 56.84% in the same time period. This phenomenon was also 
seen with epithelial cells on different titanium surfaces [54]. This could be attributed to the 
mechanical micro-anchorage of the cells onto the disks with micro-topography. The NT surface 
exhibited high levels of initial adhesion, comparable to those of the four rough surfaces (B, FS, NS, 
HA), yet it also showed the highest rate of proliferation between Day4 and Day7. This highlights the 
important role of sub-micron features in terms of cell adhesion.
 At the end of the assay on Day7, the Sub-micron Textured CoCrMo disk showed the highest cell 
metabolic activity. 
Figure 6. Proliferation of Saos-2 cells on the 6 different CoCrMo surfaces 
after 2, 4 and 7 days. (n=3, statistical significance indicated by p<0.05)
From the ANOVA, it can be concluded that the topography is a very significant factor with a p-value 
of 0.001<<<0.05. As for the contribution percentages, they are 29.15 and 39.10% for the factors 
Topography and Day respectively.  
Cell adhesion and proliferation was monitored by SEM at day 4 (Fig. 7). Cells were not confluent at 
this time on any of the surfaces except for the HA surface (Fig. 7f). On the B surface (Fig. 7a) the 
Saos-2 cells were relatively flat on the sample but less spread than in the P samples, as was seen on 
Titanium surfaces by Degasne et al. [55]. In some areas of the P surface (Fig. 7b) the cells appeared 
almost confluent and were completely flattened and spread out on the surface with few exceptions, 
Figure 7. Representative SEM micrographs of Saos-2 cells at day 4 on: (a) B 
surface; (b) P surface; (c) NT surface; (d) FS surface; (e) NS surface and (f) HA 
surface. 
Scale bars are valid for all images.
as is typical of such surfaces [55]. On the NT surface (Fig. 7c) the cells had a raised profile and several 
filopodia can be seen attached to the nanofeatures (Fig. 7c windowed). Blebs (arrows) were seen in 
the cell membrane of many cells on this surface, which could be indicative of secretive metabolic 
activity. The filopodia anchoring the cells to the sub-micron topography explains the high initial 
adhesion on Day2 unlike the P surfaces. Moreover, the cells on this surface did not show signs of 
directionality, as was hypothesised, which is otherwise common with LIPSS surfaces [46]. On the FS 
surface (Fig. 7d) there was no cell growth inside the grooves and only occasional cells were seen, as 
pictured, spanning the hierarchical features. Cells in the untextured areas had the same 
characteristics as on the blasted surface (Fig. 7d windowed and Fig. 7a). On the NS surface (Fig. 7e) 
the cells were concentrated in the grooves as expected, which could be attributed to some capillary 
action of the cell media, but a few cells were also present on the untreated area, they had a similar 
morphology to those found on the B surfaces (Fig. 7e windowed). On the HA surface (Fig. 7f) the 
cells appeared elongated and there appeared to be more than one cell layer developing.
Both B and NS surfaces showed similar levels of proliferation and comparable morphologies. This 
suggests that the anchoring and growth mechanisms are similar on both surfaces with micro-
topography.  
Generally, higher growth was expected on the HA surfaces compared to uncoated metallic surfaces. 
Okumura et al. reported that Saos-2 cells settled and differentiated earlier on HA compared to pure 
titanium [56]. This was indeed the case with the CoCrMo alloy samples as well, especially a higher 
growth and adhesion was seen on the HA samples on Day2 and Day4.
The differences in water contact angle and cell attachment between the FS and NS samples can 
therefore be attributed to the hierarchical structures at the bottom of the FS grooves and the 
splashes of molten material. Those differences led to changes in the wetting states, i.e. Cassie-
Wenzel for the NS samples and Wenzel for the FS samples, and thus there was no correlation 
between CA and cell attachment in this case. However, there is some correlation between the 
surface response on the P and NT surfaces. Especially, the P and NT surfaces exhibited almost 
identical wetting behaviours owing to their comparable surface roughness values and thus high 
hydrophilicity let to a greater attachment and proliferation.
Osteoblast cells have been seen to grow across grooves much wider than the distance between 2 
consecutive hierarchical structures seen in the FS grooves. In fact, De Luca et al. reported that 
primary osteoblast cells grew across 40µm wide grooves on the surface of 316 L austenitic stainless 
steel [57]. This indicates that the morphology of the hierarchical structures, and not the distance in 
between them, caused the cell growth inhibition. Moreover the cells’ points of contact were seen 
almost exclusively on the side of the hierarchical structures (Fig. 7d, circles) which could indicate that 
the cells could not attach to the top of the said structures.  
4. Conclusions
Six different CoCrMo samples with different surface topography were studied for osteoblast-like 
Saos-2 cell morphology and proliferation. In particular, the cell responses after applying three 
different laser texturing procedures were compared to those obtained on blasted and polished 
specimens and also samples with a commercially-used hydroxyapatite coating. The following 
conclusions were made based on the obtained results:
1. Saos-2 cell adhesion occurred on all the CoCr surfaces and the surface topography was an 
important factor governing both cell morphology and proliferation.
2. A higher roughness encourages initial cell adhesion however smoother/planner surfaces 
facilitate cell proliferation.
3.  The highest metabolic activity occurred on Day 7 on the NT surface, as shown by the MTT 
assay. This can be attributed to both the anchoring effects of the sub-micron textures and 
also the high proliferation levels of smooth surfaces. In addition, the cells on the NT samples 
that had bio-inspired sub-micron topography did not show any signs of directionality.
4. Surface topography is a more significant factor than surface energy in Saos-2 cell attachment 
and proliferation. Controlling the micron (cell size) and sub-micron scales of implant surfaces 
could lead to much improved biological responses.
5. Correlation between CA and cell proliferation is only valid when both the wetting behaviours 
and surface roughness values are comparable. 
6. Long lasting super hydrophilic, 0˚ CA, surfaces can be produced via ultrashort pulsed laser 
structuring, namely by producing micro grooves with hierarchical micro/nano topography at 
the bottom, FS samples. 
7. Saos-2 cells grew in the micro-grooves produced with the longer 220ns laser pulses but not 
in the ones produced with the ultrashort pulses, in fact the FS grooves inhibited cell 
attachment and growth. This suggests that the self-organized hierarchical micro/nano 
structures found in the FS grooves could be used to potentially control cell migration.
Based on the findings in this research, it can be argued that the potential ideal CoCrMo implant 
surface should be a combination of micro-scale structures and sub-micro features. In particular, the 
micro-scale structures would facilitate both the mechanical anchorage with the bone and also offer a 
better initial osteoblast cell adherence, while the smooth surfaces with sub-micron features would 
improve proliferation and growth without compromising adherence. Such surfaces can be produced 
simultaneously by employing femtosecond laser sources and thus to selectively modify implants 
both at the micro and sub-micro scales in one processing step. 
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